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jigsaw's algorithm is based on the planetary theory of retrograde periods. for instance,
mercury retrograde affects the planets that were closest to it when it was in retrograde.
jigsaw tests a planetary retrograde period by using the midpoint of the period to define

the time of the transiting planet. for example, if mercury retrograde began on the first of
the month, it tests the results of the period from the 9th of the month to the 12th,

inclusive. mercury retrograde time is calculated based on the midpoint between the
mercury retrograde and mercury direct birthtimes. to test a period, it passes a test for

every lunar or solar event that occurs in the chart during the time of the retrograde
period. jigsaw reports the average score for the period. the percentage of events within

the period that are correct is the probability of the period. jigsaw uses a time of birth
method for graphic rectification. this method was chosen because it is the best fit for
the study of the natal chart. since jigsaw generates a list of suggested birth times, a

user can pick the best fitting birth time. fast research takes a different approach: if the
user enters a likely time, it tells them if the time fits, and if it is the best fit. the software
also shows a list of possible birth times. finally, the user has the option to enter a natal
time, with no restrictions. jigsaw uses the natal time as the point of reference for all the
readings and charts that it generates. it uses the natal time to generate a birth chart, a
life event chart, a natal record chart, and a natal record graph. the user can also input a
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life event, a chart, or a direction as a starting point for the readings. jigsaw then
generates an analytical chart with a number of interesting features.
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the new criteria search section is intended for advanced astrologers who are looking for
specific patterns in their charts. you may add criteria to search for any of the 65

planetary patterns that have been identified by the jigsaw research team. this is the first
time that these planetary patterns have been analyzed for specific charts. jigsaw v.2.5 is
a powerful astrological research tool designed to reveal the big picture in any group of

charts. jigsaw v. 2.5 is divided into three sections: family patterns, rectification and
research. each section is composed of a distinct and different set of tools created for
examining the astrological relationships between people and life. jigsaw is a powerful

and fun-to-use windows program that enables you to find the connecting links in large or
small groups of horoscopes. jigsaw is a powerful astrological research tool designed to

reveal the big picture in any group of charts. jigsaw v. 2.5 is divided into three sections:
family patterns, rectification and research. each section is composed of a distinct and

different set of tools created for examining the astrological relationships between people
and life. jigsaw is a powerful and fun-to-use windows program that enables you to find

the connecting links in large or small groups of horoscopes. jigsaw takes a simple
approach to solving retrograde periods: it just uses the time of the midpoint between
the degrees of the retrograde period, and you can enter the time of any other lunar or

solar event in your birth chart. 5ec8ef588b
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